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Editorial PS

Every year when I get home from my regular
visit to the Swaledale Squeeze I start to work
on Concertina World in order to get it out to
you in time. Swaledale Squeeze always
provides me with new ideas. Like the photo
on the cover which I took when Dave Elliott
opened one of the concertinas and held it out
to me.
This issue has some very special features. Very nice reports on
several concertina events and an article about concertina player
Matthew Talty. I truly believe that you will enjoy reading it.
And the photographs add to the articles.

But ofcourse I would love to hear from you and receive more
stories. I already have two short stories from members which have
to wait until next issue.

And what do you think of the alternative text for a song on the
back of this issue? I like it very much. Maybe next year in
Swaledale we can all sing and play this together. I must try and
make an arrangement. Or is there anyone out there who can make
one?

Many thanks to all contributors. I am as always very grateful.

Pauline<>

Deadline next CW is 30 October 2013

If you need it: Renewal form for membership inside back
cover.
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The Old Man with the Cap: Matthew Talty and His Concertina
Randall C. Merris and Matthew Majella Talty

The place was a session in the hotel bar at the Comhaltas
Ceoltóiri Éireann North American Province Annual Convention in
Bethesda, Maryland, April 4-7, 2013. The cap was a patchwork
version of those flat Irish-woolen lids that were, and still are,
emblematic of the older generation in the Irish towns and the
countryside. The wearer of the cap took a seat in the session circle,
pulled out his concertina, and seamlessly blended into the reel
being played. When his turn to choose arrived, he lit into a tune
without a moment of hesitation. At a nearby table, Fidelma Talty
Dolan presented his calling card—“Matthew Talty, The Old Man with
the Cap, Concertina Player”—and explained that her father has
loved playing his concertina in such circles for some time. (See Fig.
1.)

Fig. 1. Matthew Talty and his concertina

Matthew “Matty” Thomas Talty was born on 8 March 1923 in
Leckaum,i Kilnamona, County Clare, Ireland. His father, Michael
Talty (born about 1875) was a farmer, and his mother (born Mary
Finucane in Kilnamona in 1882) was a homemaker and seamstress.
Matthew was the second youngest of Michael and Mary Talty’s
sixteen children.ii

Young “Matty” worked hard on the family farm—thirty-six
acres with 8 milk cows—and at age 15 went to work for Henry
Greene and other farmers down the road. He also somehow found
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time to represent his local parish in cross-country running,
bicycling, and hurling competitions. The rough-and-tumble field
sport of hurling, more popular in Ireland than many other places,
has been one of Matthew’s lifelong passions. At age 22, Matthew
organized a cross-country team that went to Dublin and came
home as champions in the Novice Junior and Senior Divisions of the
All-Ireland Championships.

Two years later in 1947, Matthew migrated to England where
he became a plasterer in Bournemouth and Salisbury for the next
ten years. [Matthew on leaving Kilnamona: “The saddest time of
my whole life, I left my cross-country team and my hurling team,
all my family, and all my friends. That was the saddest time of life,
to go to another country to make a living.”] Matthew’s plastering
specialty was the creation of imitation stucco stone and brickwork.
While in England, he met and married Mariea “Molly” Willis (1916-
2010) in Bournemouth in 1951. [Matthew: “I didn’t have to give
her too much talk, because she was a good Sligo woman.”] His
interests while in England included riding his 1950 BSA motorcycle
and playing tennis at Bournemouth clubs, where his name is still
posted as winner of some amateur championships.

Matthew sailed to America in April 1958 and resided in the
Pelham Bay neighborhood of the Bronx, New York, where he has
been based ever since. He was soon joined by wife Molly and their
three English-born children: son Matthew Majella Talty and
daughters Fidelma Talty (later Fidelma Talty Dolan) and Sheelagh
Roberta Talty (later Sheelagh Talty Martin). [Matthew: I came to
America with a wife and 3 kids and maybe $20 in my pocket.]
Matthew worked as a union plasterer for a few years before starting
his own construction company, Matthew’s General Contracting,
which built homes in the Country Club section of the Bronx before
specializing in refurbishing bars and restaurants. [Matthew,
laughingly: I refurbished more bars that anybody. There was no
mahogany lumber, but lots of mahogany stain.]

Matthew gravitated from the renovation of bars to ownership
of them. His first bar was the Shannon View Inn, established in East
Durham in the Catskills area of New York State in 1980. Two years
later, he opened the Shannon View II on Middleton Road in the
Bronx. Four more Bronx bars followed: Shannon Castle (East
Tremont Avenue), Shannon View III (Westchester Avenue),
Shannon View IV (Bainbridge Avenue), and Shannon Sea View
(Pennyfield Avenue). Irish music sessions and performers, as well
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as country western and other musicians, were presented in

Fig. 2. Matthew Talty in front of the Tulla Céili Band, 1980

Having mulled over retirement for years, Matthew did not do so
until 2008, at age 85. The Shannon View III is still in operation.

Matthew Talty’s history with the concertina has several
characteristics typical of an Irish player who took up the concertina
quite a while ago:
Music in the home. His father, Michael Talty, played the concertina.
The Talty house was a lively musical place with many musicians and
Set dancers visiting the farm when work was done.
First instrument: Matthew first learned on his father’s concertina—
an inexpensive German-made 20-key instrument such as those in
so many Clare households of the bygone era. In his younger days,
Matthew also played some tunes on a single-row button accordion.
Learning to play Matthew has been self-taught without the aid of a
teacher or classes. The closest semblance of instruction was tips

Matthew’s bars. A special occasion was Matthew’s hosting of the
Tulla Céili Band in 1980 (see Fig. 2.), followed by his accompanying
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from a few older concertina players.iii He has learned strictly by ear,
listening to other players at music gatherings and on recordings.
Recently, he has learned some tunes from You Tube videos,
including one named for the Clare area of his youth—The
Kilnamona Barn Dance.
The tunes. Asked to name his favorite tunes, Matthew will respond
that he knows lots of tunes, but he refers by title to only a few
well-known ones such as Mrs. McLeod’s Reel and The Jolly Tinker.
He sometimes specifies “a tune played by Gerdie Commane,” “a
tune played by Joe Ryan,” etc. [Matthew: “At the sessions, they
just start to play without naming the tune.]

Two elements of Matthew Talty’s musical journey are less
typical. First, he started on the concertina at age 15—not especially
young by Clare standards.iv Second, he took a break from
concertina playing because of work and family responsibilities.
[Matthew: I forgot about the concertina when I went to England.”]
The break in Matthew’s concertina playing would turn out to last
nearly six decades.v

In his Clare days, Matthew met and heard several well-known
Irish concertina players. Gerdie Commane, Paddy Murphy, and
Chris Droney each played in the Talty home in Clare.vi He also knew
Elizabeth Crotty, Sonny Murray, and Pakie Russell.vii Of course,
many musicians who visited the Talty home were not concertina
players; notable others included fiddlers Joe Ryan and Tom Eustace,
flute players Peadar O’Loughlin and Mike Rafferty, accordionist John
J. “Jerry” Lynch, and various members of the Kilfenora Ceili Band.

In New York, Matthew naturally became a friend of “Father”
Charlie Coen (born 1933; today Monsignor Coen)—Galway-born
concertina, flute, and whistle player. Charlie Coen moved to New
York in the mid-1950s and was ordained a decade later. His
concertina performances and teaching in New York and elsewhere
have spanned more than half a century.viii

In 2005, I [Matthew M. Talty] asked my father if he played the
concertina. He answered: “I played the concertina seventy years
ago.” I immediately went out and purchased the first concertina
that he would own in over a half century—a 30-key Morse Anglo
built by the Button Box (www.buttonbox.com). More recently, he
has been playing a 30-key Anglo built by Frank Edgley (Edgley
Concertinas; www.concertinas.ca). [Matthew: “If anybody plays a
tune now, I can pick it up and play along, maybe 80 percent. I am
particularly proud to be able to play in sessions at my age.]
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        In recent years, Matthew has met up with the modern
generation of well-known Irish concertina players. Matthew
laughingly relates: “Then I met Noel Hill, a great concertina player.
I said Noel, thank God I just got the concertina, because I might
have been as good as you, but I had no roof over my head.”ix

Matthew also has made the acquaintance of Edel Fox at Irish music
events in East Durham, where she has taught and performed, and
in New York City.x

Matthew’s latest visits to Ireland were in 1995 and 2010. In
1995, he was among those who celebrated Clare’s first victory in
the All-Ireland Hurling Championship. During his 2010 visit,
Matthew attended the Ennis Trad Festival and a mass in the Ennis
cathedral in honor of Sonny Murray (1920-2009), who had passed
away one year earlier. Matthew’s contribution to the memorial
service was his concertina rendition of The Isle of Innisfree. He was
also interviewed by Frank Whelan for the Cois na hAbhna Archive in
Ennis, Co. Clare.xi

Matthew’s latest project is the restoration of a 1970 Checker
Cab, known as “The Rolls Royce of American Taxis.” Having devoted
several hours a day to restoration, he has exhibited the cab at
vintage car shows, taking home a trophy from the Orchard Beach
Car Show in 2010. Matthew and his Checker provide transport on
special occasions such as weddings and parades.

In the midst of establishing his bars, Matthew found time for
pocket billiards and started the East Bronx Pool League (since
renamed). In December 2010, Matthew played on a winning pool
league team and took home a first-place trophy.

Here is hoping that the reader has the good fortune to meet
Matthew Talty, playing his concertina at a Comhaltas event or one
of the sessions that he regularly attends in and around New York
City. On most Monday evenings, you will find Matthew playing at
sessions in the Landmark Tavern (11th Avenue at 46th Street,
Manhattan).xii He can also be found at monthly sessions in
Dempsey’s Pub (61 2nd Street, Manhattan) and the Doonbeg Social
Club (Kerry Hall, 301 McLean Avenue, Yonkers, NY).xiii Always
willing to share his talents and music, he volunteers at local nursing
homes, playing with fellow musicians and entertaining the
residents. Matty Talty continues to personify his motto: “Never too
late.”
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i According to Matthew, the most famous native son of Leckaum was Michael Francis “Mike” McTigue (1892-1966)
who immigrated to America in 1912 and became the World Light Heavyweight Boxing Champion in 1923, the year
of Matthew’s birth. Matthew regrets having passed up the opportunity to visit him in a New York nursing home
shortly before McTigue’s death, but he attended McTigue’s wake.

ii Matthew’s brothers and sisters—John, Martin, Joseph, Tom, Mary, Kate, Ann, Micko, Paddy, Hughie, Greta,
Jimmy, Peter, Bridie, and Flann—all have passed away. Some had stayed in Ireland, while others had immigrated to
the UK or US. Matthew’s nephew, John Talty, still farms the old home place. John Talty is a bachelor but, as
Matthew says, “Never too late.”

iii A major influence was Gerard “Gerdie” Commane, a neighbor of the Talty family. Gerdie was six years older than
Matthew and had started playing the concertina a decade earlier than Matthew. He can be heard on Gerard
Commane and Joe Ryan (with Eoin O’Neil), Two Gentlemen of Clare Music, CD (Ennis: Clachán Music). Though a
fiddler rather than concertina player, Joe Ryan also had a major influence on Matthew’s music.

iv He laughs about how Paddy Murphy had coaxed him to come to Cavan, Ireland to enter the All-Ireland
Championships in 1954. Paddy Murphy won in the then-new concertina competition. Matthew says that, if he had
participated, he would have been placed second by virtue of being the only other contestant.

v The late Kitty Hayes is known to have laid her concertina aside for years while raising her family and then caring
for her ailing mother and later for her ailing son. However, her long respite was still shorter than Matthew’s absence
from the concertina. Kitty’s discography includes Kitty Hayes: A Touch of Clare, CD (Ennis: Clachán Music, no
date); Kitty Hayes Remembered, CD (Ennis: Glór, 2009); and Kitty Hayes and Peter Laban, They’ll Be Good Yet, CD
(Miltown Malbay: Peter Laban, 2005).

vi Paddy Murphy, In Good Hands, CD (San Francisco: Celtic Crossings, 2007); and three CDs of Chris Droney:
     The Flowing Tide, (Belper: Free Reed Records, 1975 and 2007), The Fertile Rock, (Indreabhán, Conamara: MOC
     Music, 1995), and Down from Bell Harbour, (Indreabhán, Conamara: MOC Music, 2005).
vii  Elizabeth Crotty, Concertina Music from West Clare, CD (RTÉ Music Ltd., 1999); Sonny Murray tracks in Irish
     Traditional Concertina Styles: Twelve Great Players from the 1970s, CD (Belper: Free Reed Records, 1977 and
     2007); and Pakie Russell, The Russell Family of Doolin, Co. Clare (Miko, Pakie, and Gussie Russell), CD (Belper:
     Free Reed Records, 1975 and 2007).
viii Father Charles Coen, Father Charlie, CD (Green Linnet, 1979); and Jack and Charles Coen, The Branch Line, CD

(Topic Records, 1977; and Green Linnet, 1992).
ix Noel Hill’s recordings include his The Irish Concertina (Shanachie, 1992) and The Irish Concertina Two (Noel Hill,

2005); Noel Hill and Tony Linnane (Tara Music, 1979); Noel Hill and Tony MacMahon: In Knocknagree
(Shanachie, 1992); and Tony MacMahon, Noel Hill, and Iaria O’Lionáird, Music of Dreams (Shanachie, 1999).

x Edel Fox’s recordings include her Chords & Beryls (Fox, 2010) and Edel Fox and Ronan O’Flaherty (Fox and
O’Flaherty, 2006).

xi The interview took place on 14 November 2010 at the Old Ground Hotel, Ennis. Matthew has also been
interviewed by The Clare Champion and has been interviewed and recorded by Geraldine Green for the Clare Oral
History and Folklore Group, by Paula Carroll for Clare FM radio, and for the oral history project at the Glucksman
Irish House, New York University.

xii Landmark Tavern is one of Manhattan’s oldest businesses, opened by Patrick Henry Carley in 1868.
xiii Kelly Hall is also the meeting place for the Michael Coleman Branch, USA Mid-Atlantic Region, Comhaltas

Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCE).
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NORTH-EAST CONCERTINA WORKSHOP
Jim Cush

On Saturday April 13th, 2013, I had the good fortune to attend the
annual North-east Concertina Workshop held in Greenfield, Massa-
chusetts, USA.   The gathering drew about 55 concertinists from
the Northeastern US using a wide variety of instruments. The
Workshop is sponsored and run by the owner and staff of the But-
ton Box (www.buttonbox.com) probably the largest and best known
repairer and seller of new and vintage concertinas in the US. They
also are the makers of Morse line of hybrid concertinas.   The
Button Box also repairs and sells accordions but they are still nice
people anyway.

The festivities started Friday evening  with an open house at the
Button Box facility. Tours were conducted of the repair and Morse
concertina fabrication shops.   Concertinas in stock were available
for test drives and the inevitable jam sessions started.

Saturday's workshop sessions were conducted at a local school. A
list of instructors and topics follow. Saturday evening, a concert
was given by the instructors, in a local church with great acoustics,
featuring music from their areas of expertise.   Perhaps the most
memorable performance was given by Aaron Marcus who, at one
point, played his duet concertina spinning a hula hoop around his
waist, while standing on a chair and tap dancing. I don't advise
trying this.    I wish I had brought my camera, sorry.   Everyone
adjourned to a local pub following the concert for pints, pizza and
playing.

WORKSHOPS

Instructor - Allan Atlas: Distinguished Professor Music History at
The Graduate Center of The City University of New York, where he
is also head of the Center for the Study of Free Reed Instruments.
He is perhaps best known to us as the editor of "The Papers of the
International Concertina Association".
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Instrument: English Concertina
Workshop Topics
Pat Shaw Ensemble - worked on ensemble playing of three pieces
by Pat Shaw.   It focused on timing and coordination of the multiple
parts being played.

Pat Shaw Ensemble - Allen Atlas (right center)

Beyond the "Session Keys" - focused on playing scales in F-sharp
major and D-flat major exploring different possibilities in fingering
which were followed by playing "Regondi's Golden Exercise."
The Use of the Bellows to Shape Phrases - techniques were demon-
strated and discussed for managing the bellows when playing bal-
anced, symmetric phrases and asymmetric, when successive
phrases differ in character, to get the maximum impact from the
music being played.

Instructor - Florence Fahy: a native of County Clare, Ireland well
known for her playing in and teaching of the rhythmic Clare style of
playing.   Florence teaches in the US as well as Ireland.

Instrument:   Irish-Style Anglo Concertina
Workshop Topics
Intermediate Irish Anglo I - concentrated on the rhythm, timing
and techniques of this style of music.
Ornamentation for Irish Anglo - examined ornaments used in this
style of playing and how they are best applied.
Intermediate Irish Anglo II - an expansion of the earlier session.
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Instructor - Rachel Hall: as part of a Watson Fellowship she was
granted, she spent six months in the Shetland Islands, three
months in Norway and visited Ireland and Scotland studying and
collecting traditional music.

Instrument: all systems
Workshop Topics
Songs & Tunes from the Shape-Note Repertoire - the exploration,
playing and singing of music in the distinctively styled shape-note
harmony that appeared first in the 19th century.
Concertina Band - worked on playing a multi-part arrangement
while focusing on timing and musicality.

Concertina Band - Rachael Hall (third from left)
Scandinavian Tunes - introduced playing the distinctive rhythms
and ornaments of Scandinavian dance music.

Instructor - Aaron Marcus:  a classically trained pianist, he enjoys
sharing the theory behind traditional music. Aaron plays and writes
within and beyond the dance traditions of England, Scotland, Appa-
lachia, Ireland and Quebec.

Instrument: Hayden Duet Concertina
Workshop Topics
Beginner/Intermediate Hayden Duet - focused on basic technique,
fingering and bellows use.
Spicy Melody Lines - after listening to recordings of some great
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concertina players, their distinctive styles were discussed and some
of these stylizations were incorporated into the playing of the at-
tendees.
Harmony and Accompaniment - focused on how simply changing
the bass lines' notes or chords can intensify or relax a set of tunes.

Instructor - Brian Peters: a regular instructor at workshops in Eng-
land.   According to The Living Tradition magazine, Brian is "second
only to John Kirkpatrick as an exponent of the English style of play-
ing the instrument which is based around melody and chorded ac-
companiment".

Instrument: English-Style Anglo Concertina
Workshop Topics
Basic English-style Anglo - the workshop took a very simple melody
and worked on adding the essential chords in the key of C.
English-style Anglo: Next Steps - building on the basics, this work-
shop increased the range of chords in the key of C, and ventured
into some different keys that come easily on the C/G instrument.
Song Accompaniment for Anglo - although the English concertina is
more usually the choice of the song accompanist, the anglo works
well both for rhythmic songs and also for slower ones. This work-
shop examined both.

Instructor - Christian Stevens:   Performing on button accordion
and anglo concertina, he learned his craft studying under some of
the finest musicians in the U.S. and abroad.   Christian is a promot-
er of traditional music, a highly sought after dance musician, an
experienced teacher, and a natural performer performing across the
U.S. with some of the genre's most talented artists.

Instrument:   Irish-Style Anglo Concertina
Workshop Topics
Irish Anglo Master Class - directed at intermediate to advanced
players, the workshop discussed how to get the most out of Irish-
style Anglo concertina playing.
Beginner Irish Anglo I - presented the basics of playing the Anglo
Concertina in the Irish style using two tunes learned by ear with
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proper rhythm, fingering, phrasing, and basic ornamentation
Beginner Irish Anglo II - a continuation of the preceding workshop
using different tunes. <>

Chiltern Concertina Group Visit to the Horniman Museum
(Forest Hill - South London)
Martin Henshaw

It all started when I received an email from Librarian Helen
Williamson of the Horniman Museum at the beginning of November
2012 addressed to the ICA Membership Secretary (me) enquiring
about the ICA subscription.  I was happy to advise her that the ICA
does not make a charge to suitable libraries.  I took the opportunity
to ask whether it might be possible for the Chiltern Concertina
Group (Chiltinas) to have a group visit and actually play some of
the instruments that they have in their collection.  Helen referred
me to Margaret Birley, the Keeper of Instruments.

Thus started a long trail of email correspondence and phone calls to
discuss the nature of the visit, possible dates, access and terms and
conditions etc.  They have over 440 concertinas and of course it
would not be possible to play them all much as we would have liked
to.  Time alone would have prevented that.  Margaret sent me a list
of some 50- odd possible instruments to choose from with the
instruction to choose eight. All three system types were
represented including baritone and base instruments.  It was an
almost impossible task.  I emailed the other Chiltina members for
their suggestions and then tried to select instruments representing
all systems and everybody’s interest.  I gave Margaret a list of 18 –
more than twice the allowed number which Margaret then reduced
down to about eight. The final selection was as follows:

(The Museum ID numbers are of the format MXYZa – 1996 where
1996 is the year of acquisition.)

· Wheatstone, v. large Maccann duet, 81+1 keys;
Museum ID M415a-1996

· English-system, large Lachenal ex-concertina band Bass, ebony
ends. 1885-1933, 29 keys;
Museum ID M413a-1996
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· Lachenal bassoon bass edeophone 56 keys;
Museum ID M273a-1996

· Wheatstone English-system 64-key tenor-treble aeola, ex Gordon
Cutty;
Museum ID M380a-1996

· Wheatstone 56-key English-system aeola, circa 1901, with long-
scale reeds;
Museum ID M198a-1996

· Lachenal, baritone concertina. English system. ‘Jubilee model’,
tuned by R. Whitten. Steel reeds, mid- Victorian;
Museum ID M400a-1996

· Large double-reeded Lachenal anglo, 56 keys, 1873-1926;
Museum ID M396a-1996

· George Jones, 31 key Anglo;
Museum ID M234a-1996

The instruments had not been played since they arrived at the
Museum in 1996 so the Museum had Steve Dickinson inspect them
for playability i.e. that they would not incur damage by being
played.

The instruments originated from the Neil Wayne collection in
Belper, Derbyshire and were bought by the Horniman Museum in
1996 with the help of the Heritage Lottery Fund.  There are over
440 concertinas in their instrument collection and also 7000 other
instruments of various types from around the world.  Around 1500
of them are on display in glass showcases in the controlled
environment of the Music Gallery and thus not easily accessible.
Horniman also holds the original Wheatstone ledgers detailing each
instrument serial number and also the original purchaser where
known.  The ledgers can be seen via the Horniman website
www.horniman.info/.

The date of the Chiltina visit was Sunday 14th April 2013.  Of the
Chiltina group eight members were able to make the visit plus
honorary Chiltina member Lesley Henniker.  We left in two cars at
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about 08:00 in wonderful weather (for a change) one travelling
down the M1 and the other down the A1 plus Lesley from her
London base so as to arrive at the Museum by 11:00.  This would
give us time to view and play all the selected instruments and at
Margaret   request to record them as well before going to lunch.
We also wanted to demonstrate multipart playing but because the
tuning of the Museum   instruments was unknown we took some of
our own instruments for the demonstration.

We were very warmly welcomed by Ms Margaret Birley and Dr
Louise Bacon and treated to tea and biscuits.  When we were all
assembled we were asked to wash our hands (a good idea for
everyone when playing their own instruments) before being
ushered into the room to which the instruments had been brought.
They were all set out on tables with their identification number and
description displayed on cards.

We were like kiddies in a sweetshop. Which one to try first?  There
was a cacophony of sound with everyone trying an instrument and
all at the same time. It sounded terrible.  After about half an hour
order was restored and the instruments were then played
individually and recorded. All but one of the instruments was in
modern pitch but a couple had too many defective notes for them
to be playable. The Chiltinas then played a party piece All in a
Garden Green that Paul Barrett had arranged.

Some of the concertinas were particular noteworthy.  The bassoon
base edeophone 56 key instrument was huge and extremely heavy.
I was quite exhausted by the time I had played just one tune on it.
The Lachenal Jubilee baritone model had beautiful inlays in the
ends and very ornate bellows papers.  There was also a most
unusual Anglo German with 56 keys and the 81 key McCann duet
which sadly had some non-functioning keys and a constant drone.

At 13:30 we took a break to have lunch at a Weatherspoons
hostelry - just a short walk down the hill to Forest Hill town centre.
The food was quite acceptable, there was a good selection of beers
and the service was quick and efficient.

Fully refreshed we returned to the Museum for Margaret’s guided
tour of the instrument gallery.  She has a wealth of knowledge
about the collection above and beyond what the descriptions gave.
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By about 16:00 we had seen all there was to see in the gallery so
we collected our own instruments and belongings and gave our
thanks to Margaret for allowing us to play some of their
instruments and giving us a privileged viewing of the collection.
There is so much to see at the Museum that as on my previous
visits there was just not enough time to look round the
Anthropology and Natural History departments and Aquarium as
well. They would require a separate visit alone.

Chiltina members making the visit were Sarah James, Liz Sugden
and Dave, Paul Hardy, Geoff Thorp, John McKenzie, Malcolm
Davison, John Warren, honorary member Lesley Henniker and
Martin Henshaw.

We had a wonderful time.  I can thoroughly recommend a visit to
other members.  For visiting family members not particularly
interested in concertinas there are all the other departments to see
and for children plenty of hands- on experience to be had.

Photos by Liz Sugden, Sarah James, Geoff Thorp and Martin
Henshaw.

Chiltinas trying out concertinas:
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Paul Hardy and Ms. Margartet Birley recording Bass Concertina

Martin Henshaw with Bassoon Bass

Concertina >

John McKenzie and dr. Louise Bacon v

Liz Sugden with Lachenal Bass Concertina >

Sarah James with Baritone

Concertina V
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Leslie Henniker playing 81 Key McCann
Duet Concertina

Johan Warren being recorded playing

56 key Lachenal Anglo Concertina

Horniman Concertina display with Geoff Thorpe
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The Chiltinas at the Horniman Museum:

This could be interesting for other concertina groups too. PS <>

WCCP 30th Anniversary Weekend – St Audries
Sue King , March 2013

It was cheeky of me to even think of joining the ranks of the
“Intermediate”, let alone “Advanced” concertina players at their
March weekend at St Audries Bay.  I am only just “post beginner”
(my fault, I don’t practise enough) but when I saw the line-up of
tutors – John Kirkpatrick, Alistair Anderson and Iris Bishop, well, I
knew I was coming and that was that!

Yes the weather was, well, awful, but that did not make any
difference to the quality of the weekend. It’s all about concertinas,
and playing them, and being with other people who love playing
them and who love the sound that they make just as much as you
do.  So what’s not to enjoy?  Socially it was just great – there is a
real sense of kinship around this instrument, never mind if it
squeezes in and out the same note or not.  I love the camaraderie
that is shared whether playing in “lesson time” or chatting at meal
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times (and I thought the food was really good), or in those lovely
impromptu moments throughout the day and evening.

As to the time with the tutors, it was pure joy for me. John
demonstrating the musicality of the tunes with his delightful jigging
(some Morris dancer, that man) and Alastair swaying like a dancer
too as he totally tuned it to the essence of his music. This weekend
was about more than a string of notes and how to produce them at
the right point of time. It was about music – and being musical!
We were so lucky to be in the company of these masters, and if you
(like me) could not really execute all those notes, you could still
learn so much about what it is to be a musical player.

There were other great bonuses too. How many times would you
get to dance at a ceilidh with such fantastic players as Iris, John
and Alistair (not to mention Paul and Colin on his serpent!) making
the music and leading the dances for you? I can’t dance (OK, I am
a clog dancer, but that doesn’t count) and don’t normally enjoy
ceilidhs, but I loved this one, as everyone was able to take part.
Then the sessions, and the lovely funny monologues, and I was
even treated to a first-rate classical guitar recital from Liz
(congratulations on passing your exam Liz!).

Thanks, Committee, for organising this great weekend. I think it’s a
great venue, in a lovely location. Thanks Tutors for your
inspirational teaching and music – and for your warmth and
generosity of spirit. Thanks to the secret wine maker!  Committee
– thank you again.  I love my badge!   It’s on my beret to stay.
Now, where’s my concertina?  Must do some practising…. <>
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Blyde Lasses; Shetland Songs and Tunes

Peter Dyson

Blyde Lasses are Claire White (violin and vocals) and
Frances Wilkins (English concertina). Previously,
they were part of Danse McCabre [See “Instant

Ceildh” Danse McCabre, CW454, 2013. Ed], and this is their first CD
release as a duo. In Shetland dialect, Blyde Lasses means glad
girls, reflecting the fact that they spent their formative years in the
islands before moving to Aberdeen where they are now based.

All the tunes and songs on this CD are from or relate to the
Shetland Isles. Several of the reels they play were found in the
island's musical archives, and were learned directly from recordings
made in the 1950's of some of the area's older fiddle players. Some
of the songs are traditional, while others were written by Claire.

The figure of Tom Anderson looms large over this recording, as you
might expect of any collection of Shetland music; he was also
Claire's violin teacher. In addition to the jig “Miss Claire White”
from 1987, they also play two of Tom Anderson's slow so-called
listening tunes. “Shingly Beach” from 1972 describes a walk along
the beach at Stenness, close to where he was born. The harmonies
they play here are based in part at least on those written by
American cellist Abby Newton. They take this tune at a very slow
pace. They also play “Maas”, a beautiful slow air which describes
the flight of the Fulmar petrel as it comes in to land at the nest.
This is a beautiful tune, and I am very surprised that it has not
been recorded more often. The notation for both of these tunes,
and Newton's harmony parts can be found in the book “Ringing
Strings”, published by The Shetland Times on behalf of Shetland's
Young Heritage, 2004. [You will also find “Shingly Beach” with a
harmony part written by Pauline Wallace in CW Music Supplement
444, Ed.]

Frances's concertina playing is smooth and flowing, and blends well
with Claire's fiddle playing, but that said, she can also punch out
very short fast articulated repeated notes when needed. She makes
very good use of the range of her Wheatstone Aeola tenor-treble,
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using the lower part of the range in some of the song
accompaniments.

In addition to her solo playing of melody or harmony against
Claire's fiddle playing, Frances also provides an object lesson in
exactly how to approach playing an accompaniment to a song
without distracting from the song or getting in the singer's way.
Those English concertina players who want to play with a singer
would do well to listen very carefully to the playing here and learn
from Frances's example.

This is a very well put together collection of songs and dance tunes,
and I look forward to more recordings from the Lasses in the
future.

For more information on Blyde Lasses, go to:

http://blydelasses.wordpress.com/

where you will find detailed biographical information, photographs,
tour dates, and a shop where you can buy the CD. You can also
listen to five tracks from the CD including their stunning version of
“Maas”.

You will also find them on www.youtube.com and www.myspace.com, just
search for Blyde Lasses, and individual tracks are available for purchase and download from:

http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/franceswilkinsandclairew

but if you only download the tunes, you will miss out on the 20-
page colour CD booklet which not only contains descriptions of the
tunes and the words to all the songs, but also a handy glossary of
Shetland dialect terms! <>

Also see music supplement CW 454. PS
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CONCERTINAS AT WITNEY
27th   29th September 2013

A Weekend Course for Concertina Players

Keith Kendrick - Creating Harmonies on the English Concertina &
Playing Anglo for Morris

Sylvia Needham - Left Hand Accompaniment to Right Hand Melody
on Duet Concertina & Out of the Comfort Zone (familiar tunes in
unfamiliar keys)

Keith Kendrick & Sylvia Needham - How to Learn by Ear

Tim Laycock   The Art of Accompaniment

Dave Townsend   Slow and Soulful (airs and gentle melodies), Kick
Up Your Heels (Step-dance and stepped social dance tunes) &
Concertina Consort (renaissance and baroque music)

  Andy Turner - Listening Tunes for Anglo, Playing with Playford &
Playing for Dancing

Full Details and Online Booking now on the website:
www.handsonmusic.org.uk
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West Country Concertina Players
Concertina Weekend

March 21st – 23rd 2014

For our 31st weekend in March 2014, we are delighted to
welcome Ciaran O’Grady, John Morgan and John Dipper as
our Tutors.  As always, we are offering a weekend for all
concertina systems of excellent Tuition, Workshops, Talks,
Concert and Ceilidh, Band and Shop.

This weekend is held in St. Audries Bay Holiday Park in North
Somerset, a quiet, peaceful site with views of Exmoor and
where the Quantock Hills unfold towards the sea and yes, we
can go down the steps and walk on the beach.  Some brave
souls have even ventured into the sea!  Our brilliant duet
tutor John Morgan can almost see his house across the water,
but declined the offer of a rowing boat and is driving over the
bridge instead.

Booking for 2014 opens in November and a wide range of
accommodation options are available – but on a ‘first-come-
first-served’ basis.

With the best tuition, there will be plenty of opportunities to
spur you on and help you improve your playing technique,
get new tunes and ideas, together with enjoying bar sessions
with old and new friends.

One of the WCCP’s aims is to motivate and facilitate
improvement in concertina playing – with enjoyment as key –
so you are most cordially invited to come and join us in
March.
Booking opens on November 1st – after our October
‘Beginners’ weekend – and more information is available at
wccp.co.uk
or contact John and Mal Derricott on 01-258-450927
                                          derricott1969@sky.com
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CONCERTINA ERGONOMICS 14. Handling miniatures
Göran Rahm

14.1 Introduction
There is no definite nomenclature stating what a “miniature” or
“semi-miniature” concertina is. The most common size for English
trebles and Anglos is 6 ¼” across the ends but even a little bit
smaller models may be regarded as normal size. In an article on
small instruments in PICA vol 9, 2012: “Miniature and Semi-minia-
ture Concertinas” by Randall Merris miniatures are classified as less
than 3 ¾” and semi-miniatures up to 5”. From an ergonomic view-
point one characteristic is common among them – it is impossible
to achieve any kind of stabilizing contact between the palm/wrist of
the hand and the end of the instrument. Since there mostly is not
space enough for the standard handles – thumbstrap and finger
rest for the English, or handbar and handstrap for the Anglo and
Duet – you have to rely on other means to hold the instrument.

14.2 Traditional ways holding small concertinas
The very smallest models usually come with no kind of handles at
all. You hold them by grabbing the end frames by the thumb and
4th finger or thumb and both 3rd and 4th fingers (fig.128). As I
have said many times before any kind of gripping like that is coun-
terproductive since it inevitably causes strain by static muscular
load which also obstructs efficient fingering activity. With the small-
est models it may still work for a short while when performing not
too energetic pieces. Tremolo when bellowsing is often used with
small instruments and this may really be a challenge without a sta-
ble handle.  The picture gallery of the said article in PICA vol 9 illus-
trates a number of simple, usually floppy, thumbstraps for english
and occasionally handstraps for anglos/duets. Neither solution
works particularly well and it is very difficult getting a proper posi-
tion for the hand in relation to the keyboard.

14.3 Particular problems related to small size ends
Grabbing over the instrument frame is no good alternative at all
and needs no further comments. If using a thumbstrap only you
find that a proper hand position for fingering the keyboard will re-
sult in very little stability (fig. 129) while putting the thumb far
enough into the thumbstrap to achieve good stability causes too
great flexion of the fingers (fig. 130). To improve the conditions
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some kind of three point connection has to be created while still
retaining a purposeful hand position according to fig.129.

14.4 A solution for miniatures of all keyboard systems
The common handbar and handstrap of anglos and duets may work
for a semi-miniature, see fig. A1.7 in the PICA article. For miniature
sizes there is no room for the arrangement. A thumb-strap only is
mostly not sufficient as mentioned before. I have tried a combina-
tion consisting of a thumbstrap, a finger rest for 4th finger (or 3rd
and 4th fingers), and a wrist strap. Using a finger rest may seem
contradictory in regard of the advocating against any use of finger
rests in earlier articles for reasons of principle but here there is
hardly any alternative. Some way we have to simulate a stable
three point connection. Fig. 131 shows the arrangement. A fairly
steady thumbstrap is attached by using the original end bolt. A fin-
ger rest is added and attached by using another end bolt, as well as
a wrist strap (fig. 132). To make the arrangement work the length
of the wrist strap is precisely adjusted so that the 4th finger is
stretched a little bit. Doing this it is also gently pressing towards
the finger rest and the thumb is likewise pressing gently (but not
penetrating!) into the thumbstrap which is set fairly tight. This way
you get a bridge - consisting of fingers-hand-wriststrap which stabi-
lizes the connection (fig.132). To optimize the subtle balance of the
arrangement you have to experiment with the wrist strap length in
particular. (To get a length adjustment precision of 2mm you com-
bine the c-c distance of 6mm at one end with 8mm at the other).

14.5 Conclusions
Gradually I have found that after using this solution I have not ac-
quired strain related pain or inflammatory overuse reactions which
occurred several times before when practising energetic tremolo
which is part of the playing idiom with miniatures. This may be re-
garded as a practical proof that the arrangement may be purpose-
ful. Increased stability also means that tonal control is improved.
This might be of particular interest since the small instruments offer
better tonal control conditionally that holding them is not a major
problem. The superior tonal control really contributes to the enjoy-
ment from miniature concertinas and is one primary reason to use
them as tools for music performance - not just to regard them as
toys or gadgets for funmaking, but surely they are superb for that
purpose as many musical clowns have demonstrated. It is a bit sad
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however that the choice of tunes often does not do full justice to
miniatures and it is not unlikely that poor or missing handles have
contributed to this experience.

Contact:  g.r@live.se   guran1943@hotmail.com
www.concertinaspot.com
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Paul Barrett
conducting

Alan Hague
Solo
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REPORT FOR  THE ANNUAL SQUEEZEAST BAND GATHERING
ON SUNDAY  9th  JUNE 2013
Martin Henshaw

An early start (though not nearly as early as some had) found me
heading north up the A1 towards Stamford for another SqueezEast
held as usual in the superb Ballroom of the Stamford Arts Centre. It
was rather overcast and cool for the time of year but dry. I arrived
with time to have a welcome cup of tea and to greet friends before
the proceedings started for real.

This year had the highest attendance since the event started in
2005 with 41 players plus helpers.  People came from a wide area
of England – Somerset, Berkshire, Sussex, Kent, London, Norfolk,
Bedfordshire, Lincolnshire, Birmingham, Nottingham and Sheffield.
The Kettlebridge concertina players were there in force again
making up nearly 25% of the gathering.  There was also a fair
number of new faces this year which means that the word is
spreading that SqueezEast is an event well worth travelling to –
some had a four or five hour drive.

The band leader Paul Barrett (with broken leg) arranged the music
and also conducted the assembled orchestra.  We were grouped
into four sections: Basses, Baritones, first and second Trebles. We
were mostly English concertina players although there were some
Anglo players too.

The first warm-up pieces were Furry Day Carol followed by Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star – a simple nursery rhyme which with the added
parts makes a very pleasant arrangement. We played them through
a few times and then stopped for the tea break.

After the break we continued with Mr. Beveridge’s Maggot and
Dick’s Maggot which were a little more difficult but not too taxing.
We also tried Coral from Sleepers Awake and Pantomime which was
a piece of five pages length but they were soon abandoned as being
too long for the time available i.e. we would not have been able to
play some of the other arrangements that Paul had prepared for us.

At 12:30 we stopped for lunch. Some people ate packed lunches at
the Ballroom whilst some went to nearby pubs.
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The Kettlebridge concertina players this year went to “The Hole in
the Wall” a pub which had a small restaurant area with room for
about 15 people.  The food had been pre-ordered and arrived
promptly enabling us to return in good time for the afternoon
session.

After lunch we returned to some of the pieces we had played in the
morning and then continued with Gabriel’s Oboe,  a particularly
popular piece and very pleasing to the ear.

Just before the afternoon tea break Alan Hague, a second
generation musician from a family of concertina players whose
history must go back into the late 19th century, played The Theme
from Finlandia arranged by his father, Herbert Hague followed by
Schlummerlied by Schumann and arranged by W.Seymour from the
Dallas Concertina Soloist (Book No.6). Had you shut your eyes you
could have believed it was a quartet playing!  It was at this point
that I realised who the gentleman was who sat just on the other
side of the aisle from me.  During the playing of Paul's
arrangements it became obvious to me that he was a much better
player than me and he unknowingly helped me to keep going when
I got lost – luckily for me he was also playing second treble.

During the afternoon tea break there was a raffle run by Sandy
Sharp.

In the final session we played Yarmouth Fair and repeated Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star and Gabriel’s Oboe because we enjoyed them so
much. Alan Hague was invited to play once again for us. This time
he played Chant Sans Paroles by Tchaikovsky arranged for
concertina by Falkner Brandon from English Concertina Music (Book
No.5)

By half past four we had played through all the music and it only
remained to thank Paul for all the work he had put into the
arrangements.

We also thanked the helpers who together ensured the smooth
running of the day:
Organisation  – David Nind (with bionic knee)
Treasurer/driver – Sally Barrett (with bruised thumb)
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Catering organiser/driver – Elsie Nind (who brought the crockery)
Catering assistants – Jayne Palmer, Amanda Hoten (Dave and Elsie
Nind’s daughters) and Jack Palmer and Toby Hoten (their
grandsons)
Concertina maintenance and advice - Dave Elliott.

We all had a wonderful time and I am sure most will return next
year – same place – same time. <>

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the ICA held on
2013 May 17 at Grinton Lodge, Swaledale.

Present: Kathryn Broughton, Mike Wild, Helen Graham, Phil
Graham, Helen Rowland, Dave Ball, Elizabeth Scott, Jean Perree,
Steve Williams, David Gardiner, Liz Millward, Ian Radcliffe, David
Corner, Martin Henshaw, Paul McCann, Jeremy Hague, Michel van
der Meiren, Alex Wade, Roger Gawley.

The meeting opened with a one minute silence for members Elvina
Trinder, Jean Slater, Fiona Mitchell and Peter O'Neill who had died
since the last AGM.

1. Apologies for absence were received from Carolyn Wade, Geoff
Crabb, Gill Noppen-Spacie, Jon McNamara, Mike Noppen.

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 2011 October 29
in Lewes.

These minutes were not available at Swaledale. The Secretary,
chairing the meeting in the absence of the Chairman, apologised for
this.

3. Officers' reports.

3.1 The Secretary, having failed to produce a written report,
observed that most of the actions of the committee in the past year
had been in promotion of the concertina.

He proposed that we should talk about this and any other things
that the meeting would like to see the ICA undertake, after the
formal business.
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3.2 Paul McCann introduced his Treasurer's report published in
Concertina World 454. He said that we were in a better position
than at this time last year.

3.3 Jeremy Hague introduced his Librarian's report (CW454). This
noted that the library had sent out approx. 1000 pages of music to
members since the last AGM, and that membership of the ICA
facebook page was growing. A number of items had been donated
to the ICA archive and an album of photographs and memorabilia
was available for members to look at. Jeremy also provided details
of an ICA supported event to be held on the 30th June in Lewes.
This would provide an opportunity to meet with concertina players
and musicians from Japan.

In response to a question, Jeremy estimated that fifteen to twenty
people a year use the ICA library.

Phil Graham asked if material from the Music Supplement goes
automatically into the library. Jeremy responded that most of it did
but we could do better.

3.4 Pauline de Snoo introduced her Editor's report and stressed that
she tried hard to stick to publication deadlines.

Mike Wild thanked Pauline for getting Concertina World out
promptly. He mentioned a particular problem with iphone pictures.
Contributors should try to send the best quality photos available.

The meeting discussed the benefit of placing Concertina World
on the ICA website some time after the paper publication.

3.5 Michel van der Meiren doubted the wisdom of placing
Concertina World on the website.

Liz Millward observed that the website should be kept updated.
Michel agreed but said that recent personal difficulties had prevent
him doing very much on it.

Liz felt that there was a hierarchy: website more definitive and
longer-term; Facebook one step down for sharing ideas; Twitter
another step down again, as an information drip feed.
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Michel said that we do not do twitter at the moment but we do
need to reach young people.
Anyone with material for the website should email it to the
webmaster.
Web content should be short, two or three paragraphs. Photos are
good. Announcements can link to other sites for more information.
Michel had plans to make the website more tablet and phone
friendly.

3.6 Martin Henshaw updated his report in CW454: we now have
337 members, including three libraries who receive its publications.
Seventy-five percent of members are in the UK, but we are very
clearly an international association.

4. Election of officers

Phil Graham proposed that committee should be reelected en bloc.

The chairman for the day expressed the view that this was an
unsatisfactory way to proceed but there were no other nominations
and the proposal was carried nem con so that for next year, Jeremy
Hague is Librarian, Pauline de Snoo is Editor of Concertina World,
Roger Gawley is Secretary, Michel van der Meiren is Webmaster,
Martin Henshaw is Membership Secretary, Paul McCann is
Treasurer. The committee will elect a Chairman from within their
ranks.

5. Election of other committee members

Alex Wade was proposed by Roger Gawley, seconded by Jon
McNamara.
Carolyn Wade had indicated her wish to step down from the
committee.
Other committee members were willing to continue and nobody
else was willing to be nominated despite gentle arm-twisting.

Alex Wade, Suzanne Higgins, Jon McNamara, Gill Noppen-Spacie,
were all declared elected.

The view was expressed that the committee needed more
enthusiastic and preferably rather younger members.
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6. Election of auditor

John Wild proposed by Jon McNamara, seconded by Roger Gawley,
was elected.

It was reiterated that the Auditor represents the interests of the
members to ensure that the committee use the association's funds
properly.

7. Resolutions

David Gardiner put forward the view that an International Society
should not penalise members who were unable to get to most of
the activities. Most of the overseas members would not be able to
come to Swaledale.
Pauline de Snoo pointed out that the ICA organise very few things.
The difference in rates is entirely due to the cost of postage of the
four publications each year.
Paul McCann explained that although we have very good relations
with groups like the West Country Concertina Players, they are not
affiliated groups.

The committee agreed to consider equalising the subscription.

8. AOB

As noted in the Treasurer's report, ICA gave a grant during the year
to Durham (County) Music Service to purchase concertinas for a
project started by Alex Wade.

Alex gave a well-received report on the project so far.
With the £1000 from the ICA plus some private donations, it had
been possible to buy eleven instruments. From January to Easter
11 pupils had been given 45 minutes instruction each week,
culminating in a performance at Easter in front of the whole school.
They will continue next term working towards a concert in July for
all schools in East Durham.
For the first term, they had learned four notes: B A G C. Finding the
notes can take up a lot of time and Alex's concertina has more
buttons. She has coloured the four buttons and used the same
colours on written music.
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Mike Wild asked about robustness. There had been some problems
with buttons sticking in. There were no problems over the size of
the instruments and the thumbstraps had worked well.

9. Vote of thanks

Phil Graham proposed vote of thanks to the committee.

The meeting expressed its thanks to the Swaledale Squeeze
organisers for providing facilities for the AGM.

Minutes written by Roger Gawley with assistance from Jeremy
Hague and Martin Henshaw. <>

Editor's notes:
Alex Wade has said at the meeting that she only want sto advice
the committee and not be on the committee.
Jon McNamara of course remains editor of the Music Supplement.
The ICA only organises the Annual General Meeting for it's
members and no other events. <>

FOR SALE:

Stunning Metal ended Marcus English Treble Concertina –
custom made for me, reluctant sale.  37 buttons, 7 fold Scarlet
leather bellows, beautiful “lacewood” ends (looks similar to
Amboyna), METAL ends, air valve, neckstrap mountings, bellows
papers, hard case.  Fast action, lovely bright tone, a delight to play
(and gorgeous to behold!). Contact: Gill Noppen-Spacie 01728
833437 or 07801 104068 or email gillns55@yahoo.com. <>
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Just one of the reasons:
Why the concertina is such a wonderful instrument to learn
to play music.
Pauline de Snoo

Recently I had an email correspondence with another concertina
player who started not long ago. He suddenly mentioned the fact
that he had learned to play the guitar first and then was told that
he had to watch his fingers while playing.

This made me think about all the books I have read about learning
to play an instrument. One was a book on piano technique by Wal-
ter Gieseking.  And another book I read was by Emile Jaques
Dalcroze.  Both emphasise the training of the ear first and fore-
most.  Maybe you have heard of teaching young piano pupils and
putting a towel over their hands so that they cannot see their
hands.

Well here is the big advantage the concertina has – although you
may have to look for your starting point and also in the beginning
often have to see where the next key is. It is impossible to play
while looking at the keyboard. So you have to use your ears.

That is thus a great advantage over many other instruments. Be-
sides that it is a small instrument, which can also be useful. And
one can play chords on it as well as single line melodies.

Both Gieseking and Dalcroze emphasise the training of the ear.
They do this in their own different ways but the goal is the same.

You can imagine that when you play a fast run on a piano, doing
this while watching your fingers will stiffen your muscles and slow
you down.  On the concertina this is impossible so the only thing
that will slow you down are your ears. This means that when prac-
tising a fast run, you will have to slow it down, and play it at such a
speed that you can hear (sing) every note. Until you actually hear
every note you cannot speed up.
Have a try with something in your own music and let me know
what happens! <>
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Obituaries:

Dr Peter O'Neill, who died recently from pancreatic cancer, was
an enthusiastic Anglo concertina player who also had a large
collection of harmonicas.  He joined the ICA in 2008 and was also for
a time a member of the Chiltinas.  He attended various concertina
weekends at which he was often to be seen recording or videoing
workshops and sessions.<>

Howard Rosenblum – RIP:  man of many parts
Gill Noppen-Spacie

Longstanding ICA Life Member, Howard Rosenblum, died recently of
pancreatic cancer.  Our condolences go to his family. He was a man
of many parts: avid English concertina player, also a bibliophile
whose book collection numbered thousands, not hundreds, and
whose home had been altered to accommodate his hoard.  Other
passions included: Star Trek (he met his wife, June at a Trekkie
Convention) the works of JRR Tolkien – and flying – he held a private
pilot’s licence! Like me, Howard grew up in leafy North Leeds, and
when I joined him on the ICA Committee we discovered that we’d
attended adjacent Grammar Schools – Howard went to  Roundhay
Boys’ and I went to Roundhay Girls’ – sharing the swimming pool,
twixt the sylvan grounds and sports fields.
He was a loyal ICA member, a longstanding Committee member,
including two spells as Newsletter Editor – his advice and help were
invaluable to me in my early days as Editor. Although measured in
his speech and manner, Howard had a sharp intellect, and a dry
sense of humour.  Howard, June, and, later their daughter Michelle
all played English Concertina.  Sadly, we lost touch in latter years,
but I’m confident that Howard will be playing not a heavenly harp but
a concertina – and enjoying the very best Jewish Vegetarian cuisine
– Shalom, Howard, until we meet again! <>





Don’t Sigh for Me, Concertina

Don’t sigh for me, concertina.

The truth is, I went and left you.

Up in the attic, you’ve grown pneumatic

And all your pistons have lost resistance.

You sound so wheezy, you sound so strange,

Dusting you off to play some old reel.

Though I still pull and shove, after all of these years

You won’t obey me:  all out of key, timing sadly askew,

High notes all messed up by the whines –

and your sixths and sevenths aren’t true!

Don’t sigh for me, concertina.

The truth is, I went and left you.

Up in that attic, you’ve grown pneumatic,

And as I listen, my eyes both glisten....

John McKenzie




